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PLANT VISIT

HFCL Limited (formerly known as Himachal Futuristic Communications Limited) is an established leader offering

fully integrated communication network solutions.

The company manufactures optical fiber cables (OFC) and high end transmission and access equipment. HFCL

specializes in providing turnkey solution to telecom service providers, railways, defence, smart city &

surveillance projects. The company has a total capacity of producing 18.5 mfkm of OFC at Goa and Tamil Nadu

plants and has been backward integrating to produce optic fiber at Telangana. HFCL also has a telecom

equipment manufacturing plant at Himachal Pradesh and an Accessories manufacturing plant at Tamil Nadu.

• The Goa facility of HFCL Limited produces Optical Fiber cable and has a total installed capacity of 8 million

fiber kilometers. The plant’s commercial production commenced in 1996 with an initial capacity of 0.45 mfkm

of Optical Fiber Cable.

• The basic processes involved in producing Optical Fiber cable include Coloring of the Optic Fiber for

identification purposes, 12 different colors are generally used for different types of Optic Fiber cables. The

second process is Ribboning, that combines 2 or more optic fibers together. On an average, one ribbon

consists of 12 combined optic fibers.
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The third step in this process is Secondary Coating where the ribbon is covered by a pvc pipe, and the

remaining space between the pipe and the ribbons is filled by a petroleum jelly. The fourth step is Stranding,

where multiple ribbons with secondary coating are combined together to form a single cable, these combined

ribbons are given a support of FRP rod which acts as a backbone for the Optical Fiber Cable. Later, these

cables are coated with one more pvc pipe which is the last process in the production called Sheathing.

• The Goa facility has a total area of 17,400 Sq. mtrs with an employee strength of 350. The plant operates in 3

shifts for 365 days.

• The Goa plant has 8 lines to produce Optical Fiber Cables and the average speed of the cabling is around 3

mtrs per minute.

• The company produces around 140 different types of Optical Fiber Cable ranging from FTTH to high terrain

data transmission to long haul connectivity. Every order is made to order, depending on the customization

provided by the client. Accordingly, the product prices differ as per customization.

• The company takes a turnaround time of 21 days, from purchase order to delivery. Their maximum inventory

days is around 7-14 days.

• They have an in-house quality testing center, ensuring every cable roll is tested after the production. HFCL has

a knowledge center, for research and development of new products.

• The capacity utilisation for the period 2018-19 was at ~95% but for H1-FY20 the utilisation dropped to 70-75%

because of sluggish demand.

• The realisations of OFC have decreased along with the cost of fiber, so the margins have not been affected

significantly.

• The OFC business has a cyclicity of 2-3 years. Accordingly, there is a demand slowdown globally, lead by

China. The management expects the demand to pickup again in the next 5-6 quarters, with the pick-up in

Bharat Net.

• The backward integration to produce optic fiber through the company’s new plant in Telanagana will benefit

the company significantly.

• In the coming quarters, the company is expected to benefit from the Bharat Net project, because of the

revival package given from the Indian Government to BSNL. The model has recently changed from state led

model to PPP model.

• The plant also has a Mobile Medicare Unit (MMU), a portable pathology lab, that travels across the nearby

villages and conducts blood tests inside the van. The report is generated within 30 minutes. They have helped

around ~1,00,000 patients through this effort.

• The company as a whole incurs a sustainable capex of INR 20 Cr and R&D expense of INR 20 Cr every year.

• The company uses state-of-the-art machineries, so that there is no need for significant changes in its

machinery for the foreseeable future even with changes in technologies.
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Disclaimer:

Valorem Advisors is an Independent Investor Relations Management Service company. This Report has
been prepared by Valorem Advisors as a value added service for its readers, based on information and
data that were discussed on the respective Analyst Meet, but Valorem Advisors makes no
representation or warranty, express or implied, whatsoever, and no reliance shall be placed on, the
truth, accuracy, completeness, fairness and reasonableness of the contents of this Report. This Report
may not be all inclusive and may not contain all of the information that you may consider material. Any
liability in respect of the contents of, or any omission from this Report is expressly excluded. Valorem
Advisors also hereby certifies that the directors or employees of Valorem Advisors do not own any stock
in personal or company capacity of the Companies under review.


